Abstract：Derivative peaking phenomena appears in the initial stage when the initial value error between the classical extended state observer (ESO) and system state variables is bigger. A general form of extended state observer with nonlinear hyperbolic sine function is provided. The stability of a second-order ESO error system is proved with the Lyapunov function. The ESO with time-varying parameters which based on the saturation characteristic of hyperbolic tangent function was designed to realize the effectiveness of derivative peaking phenomena. Finally, the simulation experiments compared with the classical extended state observer shows that the proposed extended state observer can effectively inhibit derivative peak, and get the accurate estimation both of system state variables and uncertain nonlinear disturbances.
Introduction
The ADRC (Active Disturbance Rejection Control) technology has been widely used at home and abroad since it is proposed for many years. In recent years, ADRC technology has been extensively applied and researched on the basic theory as a kind of effective method to solve the problem of uncertain nonlinear system control [1] . The extended state observer (ESO) is the central part of the ADRC technology,which can realize the online estimation of feedback and disturbance quantity .The initial ESO is presented with nonlinear function in Literature [2] , and the constructed criteria of nonlinear function is given. The classical ESO which is constructed by Fal (·) and Fhan (·) function were discussed systematically. A high gain linear ESO is designed in Literature [3] , by choosing the sufficiently large gain parameter to ensure the estimation accuracy. A three order discrete linear ESO structure is presented and its stability analysis is given in Literature [4] . Literature [5] analyses and estimates the error of second order ESO by using non continuous piecewise Lyapunov function, and proves the stability of the system with multiple Lyapunov functions method. Literature [6] presents two improving ESO plan based on arctangent nonlinear function to obtain better control effect for the control object with output measurement noise. A kind of ADRC controller tuning method based on the controlled system time scale is presented in Literature [7] ,which is under the assumption of invariant observation loop time scale in ESO. Literature [8] proposes a finite time linear ESO to ensure the observation error bounded in finite time, and to realize the quick and accurate observation of the unknown disturbance and state in system. It also gives analytic relations of the observer parameters, convergence speed of the observation error and observation error of steady-state. The applications of ESO-based control strategies in diverse fields have discussed in literature [9] [10] .Literature [11] utilizes high gain to cancel internal and external interference for uncertain nonlinear systems. The error convergence is proved and differential peak value of initial phase estimation is observed and analyzed. The performance analysis of generalized extended state observer (ESO) in handling fast-varying sinusoidal disturbances is presented in Literature [12] .Most of the literature studies the accuracy and rapidity of the estimation of the unknown disturbances and states. The ESO often uses high gain to ensure the estimation accuracy. When a big error is existed in initial value between ESO and the observed system status, derivative peaking phenomena is appeared generally in ESO. [3] This paper gives the general form of ESO with hyperbolic sine nonlinear function based on the analysis of the hyperbolic sine function characteristic. A Lyapunov function is used to prove the asymptotically stable of second order extended state observer error system. And variable parameters ESO is designed with saturated characteristics of hyperbolic tangent function to suppress derivative peaking phenomena 
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f  is a function of the system containing unknown nonlinear disturbances, and it is bounded. ( ) v t is unknown disturbances. (t) u is the system control input.
Make 2 ( ) x f   as expansion state variable of the system, and express it as 2 ( )
. Make ( ) y t as the output for the system. Then the system can be expanded to:
The ESO for the above nonlinear system can be constructed with the nonlinear hyperbolic sine function: 
Proof of stability of the error system for the ESO
If:
e t z t y t z t x t e t z t x t
 is a constant and 0 0   . The error equations of ESO system (3) and ESO system (2) are:
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The asymptotically stable of ESO error system (4) at the equilibrium point is proved as follows: (4) can be expressed as:
Constructing the Lyapunov function for system (5) .In the neighborhood of 1 ( )=0 e t ， 
Lyapunov function which can restore nonlinear system is expressed as :
The derivation of it is:
Therefore, when the perturbation 0 =0  , because of 1 0 a  and 2 X is not always equal to 0,so
.The Lyapunov function which is constructed according to the system (5) is effective, and the zero solution of the system (5) . As the hyperbolic sine function is monotone increasing function, the observation error of state observer can beexpressed respectively as:
Design of Time-varying parameter based on hyperbolic tangent function
When there is a big error in the initial value between the ESO state and system state variable, in the vicinity of the initial time of ESO, there will be a larger peak existing in the derivative signal estimation and acceleration signal estimation of the system. When the gain coefficient is relatively large, it will enable ESO in greater derivative peak.
In order to eliminate derivative peak of the ESO, the ESO parameter values 1 a 、 2 a in the equation (3) is set by using the saturation characteristics of hyperbolic tangent function, variable parameters 11 a 、 22 a is used to replace it. The parameter values 11 a 、 22 a have time-varying characteristics, they are as follows:
In the equation (13), 1 a 、 2 a are the adjustable parameters of ESO in specific observation system when observing specific system. Due to the robustness of the ESO, the adjustable parameters have a large range, which can be designed according to Ref. [10] "dynamic parameters determining method". 1 b 、 2 b are coefficient of the time-varying parameter, they are adjustable parameters. Because of the characteristics of hyperbolic tangent function, the value 11 a 、 22 a will be relatively small in the initial stage of ESO operation. By choosing the appropriate time-varying parameter coefficient, the characteristic will restrain the derivative peak in the initial time of ESO .
Simulation analysis of time-varying parameters ESO based on hyperbolic sine function
Simulation and verification of two order time-varying parameters ESO based on hyperbolic sine function will be given as follows. ESO based on hyperbolic tangent function is designed through time-varying parameters in formula (13) ,inspecting its estimation effect, and then comparing with estimation effect of ESO based on classical Fal function in literature [2] .
Assuming a first order system model as:
Assuming that the nonlinear sinusoidal disturbances ( ) 2.0sin(cos(0.5 )) f t t  is unknown. The input is ( ) cos(0.5 ) u t t  ，and 3 b  .Use the formula (3) to construct the second order ESO as follows:
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Parameter values of the ESO are designed according to literature [13] The system state 2 ( ) x t and the estimated values in different nonlinear functions are shown in Figure 3 .Estimated error value on system state 2 x of ESO with different nonlinear function are shown in Figure 4 . As it can be seen from Figure 3 , in the initial stage, when the error between initial value of the ESO state and the initial value of system state variable is 2, the estimation of ESO based on classical Fal nonlinear function in literature [2] to the state of 2 ( ) x t which is the derivative state of system state 1 ( ) x t appeared the peak phenomenon. The maximum peak of the estimation of the nonlinear perturbation signal ( ) f t is about 9.45, which is 4.725 times the error of its initial value. If the peak signal is used to determine the input of the system, the control effect will be affected.Time-varying parameters ESO based on the sinhFal nonlinear function can restrain the peak estimation of the state 2 ( ) x t .From Figure 4 , in the initial stage, the estimation error of ESO based on
Fal nonlinear function to the state of the system 2 ( ) x t is about 7.76, and the estimation of the time-varying parameters ESO based on the sinhFal nonlinear function is within the range of its intrinsic error, the maximum is 1.59,which is 1/4.88 times the estimation error of the ESO based on Fal nonlinear function. The system state 1 ( ) x t and the estimated values in different nonlinear functions are shown in Figure   5 . Estimated error value on system state 1 x of ESO with different nonlinear function are shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen from figure 5 and figure 6 that, in the initial stage, when the error between initial value of the ESO state and the initial value of system state variable is 2, the estimation of ESO based on Fal nonlinear function to the state of the system 1 ( ) x t also has the derivative peak phenomenon, the maximum estimation error is 2.66.The ESO based on the nonlinear function tanhFal can effectively inhibit the estimation peak in the initial stage, and its estimation error is 0.28. At the same time, the ESO based on the nonlinear function tanhFal can obtain higher system state variable estimation accuracy at the other stage.
Conclusion
The hyperbolic sine function is monotonically increasing and continuous smooth nonlinear function. It has fast linear response in the neighborhood of 0. The general form of the ESO based on the hyperbolic tangent function is presented in this paper. It is proved that the error system of second order ESO is asymptotically stable at the equilibrium point. The extended state observer (ESO) with time-varying parameters which based on the saturation characteristic of hyperbolic tangent function was designed to realize the effectiveness of derivative peaking phenomena. Simulation results show that time-varying parameters ESO based on the hyperbolic sine nonlinear function can effectively suppress the derivative peak phenomenon and it can accurately observe the state variables and nonlinear disturbances of the system.So the ESO designed in this paper has the reference value for the ESO by using high gain design to eliminate system internal and external interference and ensure the estimation accuracy of the system.
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